
NEW DATA SHOWS TROUBLING TREND IN VACCINATED

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

According to U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data,  more than 1 million excess

deaths — that is, deaths in excess of the historical average — have been recorded since the COVID-

19 pandemic began two years ago, and this cannot be explained by COVID-19.

Deaths from heart disease, high blood pressure, dementia and many other illnesses rose during

that time.  "We've never seen anything like it," Robert Anderson, CDC's head of mortality statistics,

told The Washington Post in mid-February 2022.

According to University of Warwick researchers, "the scale of excess non-COVID deaths is large

enough for it to be seen as its own pandemic."  A number of explanations have been offered,

including the fact that lockdowns and other COVID restrictions discouraged or prevented people

from seeking care. But another, less discussed factor may also be at play.

Across the world, death rates have risen in tandem with COVID shot administration, with the most-

jabbed areas surpassing the least-jabbed in terms of excess mortality and COVID-related deaths.

This Ries in the face of oScial claims that the shots prevent severe COVID infection and lower your

risk of death, be it from COVID or all causes.

Boosted? You're Now at Highest Risk of COVID

Ever since the announcement that the COVID "vaccines" would be using novel mRNA gene transfer

technology, I and many others have warned that this appears to be a very bad idea.

Numerous potential mechanisms for harm have been identiVed and detailed in previous articles,

and we're now seeing some of our worst fears come to bear. "Fully vaccinated" individuals are both

more likely to be infected with SARS-CoV-2 and more likely to die, whether from COVID or some

other cause.

As reported by investigative journalist Jeffrey Jaxen in the April 22, 2022, Highwire video above,

data from Walgreens' COVID-19 tracker  reveal that COVID-jabbed individuals are testing positive

for COVID at higher rates than the unjabbed. What's more, people who got their last shot Vve

months or more ago have the highest risk.

As you can see in the screenshot below, during the week of April 19 through 25, 2022, 13% of

unvaccinated tested positive for COVID (with Omicron being the predominant variant). (The data

reviewed by Jaxen are from the week of April 10 through 16.)

Of those who received two doses Vve months or more ago, 23.1% tested positive, and of those who

received a third dose Vve months or more ago, the positive rate was 26.3%. So, after the Vrst

booster shot (the third dose), people are at greatest risk of testing positive for COVID.

A deeper dive into the data  reveals that two doses appear to have been protective for a short while,

but after Vve months, it becomes net harmful. The group faring worst of all is the 12 to 17 cohort,

where no one with one dose tested positive, but after the second dose, cases suddenly appear, and

get higher still after Vve months. After the third dose, positive cases drop a bit, but then shoot up

higher than ever after Vve months.

Deaths by Vaccination Status in the UK

Data sets from the U.K. government reveal an equally disturbing trend. The raw data from the OSce

for National Statistics  is diScult to interpret, so Jaxen had data analysts create a bar graph to

better illustrate what the data actually tell us. A screenshot from Jaxen's report is below.

Bars going upward are a good thing, as it indicates the risk for all-cause mortality based on

vaccination status is either normal or reduced. Bars that dip below zero percent are indicative of

increased all-cause mortality, based on vaccination status.

As you can see, the all-cause mortality rate is between 100% and 300% greater among people who

got their Vrst dose 21 days or more ago. The risk for all-cause death is also signiVcantly elevated

among those who got their second dose at least six months ago, and mildly elevated among those

who got their third dose less than 21 days ago. As of January 2022, all who got one or more doses

at least 21 days ago were dying at signiVcantly elevated rates.

More Jabs, More COVID Deaths

Everywhere we look, we Vnd trends showing the COVID shots are resulting in higher death rates.

Above is an animated illustration  from Our World In Data, Vrst showing the vaccination rates of

South America, North America, Europe and Africa, from mid-December 2020 through the third week

of April 2022, followed by the cumulative conVrmed COVID deaths per million in those countries

during that same timeframe.

Africa has had a consistently low vaccination rate throughout, while North America, Europe and

South America all have had rapidly rising vaccination rates. Africa has also had a consistently low

COVID mortality rate, although a slight rise began around September 2021. Still, it's nowhere near

the COVID death rates of North America, South America and Europe, all of which saw dramatic

increases.

Here's another one,  also sourced from Our World In Data, Vrst showing the excess death rate in

the U.S. (the cumulative number of deaths from all causes compared to projections based on

previous years), between January 26, 2020, and January 30, 2022, followed by an illustration of the

tandem rise of vaccine doses administered and the excess mortality rate. It clearly shows that as

vaccination rates rose, so did the excess mortality rate.

Risk-BeneLt Analysis Condemns the COVID Jabs

At this point, we also have the beneVt of more than one risk-beneVt analysis, and all show that, with

very few exceptions, the COVID jabs do more harm than good. For example, a risk-beneVt analysis

by Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., and independent researcher Kathy Dopp, published in mid-February

2022, concluded that the COVID jab is deadlier than COVID-19 itself for anyone under the age of 80.

They looked at publicly available oScial data from the U.S. and U.K. for all age groups, and

compared all-cause mortality to the risk of dying from COVID-19. "All age groups under 50 years old

are at greater risk of fatality after receiving a COVID-19 inoculation than an unvaccinated person is

at risk of a COVID-19 death," Seneff and Dopp concluded. And for younger adults and children,

there's no beneVt, only risk.

"This analysis is conservative," the authors note, "because it ignores the fact that

inoculation-induced adverse events such as thrombosis, myocarditis, Bell's palsy, and other

vaccine-induced injuries can lead to shortened life span.

When one takes into consideration the fact that there is approximately a 90% decrease in

risk of COVID-19 death if early treatment is provided to all symptomatic high-risk persons,

one can only conclude that mandates of COVID-19 inoculations are ill-advised.

Considering the emergence of antibody-resistant variants like Delta and Omicron, for most

age groups COVID-19 vaccine inoculations result in higher death rates than COVID-19 does

for the unvaccinated."

The analysis is also conservative in the sense that it only considers COVID jab fatalities that occur

within one month of injection. As demonstrated by the U.K. data above, the risk of all-cause death

is nearly 300% greater for those who got a second dose at least six months ago.

Teens Are at Dramatic Risk of Death From the Jabs

Similarly, an analysis  of data in the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) by

researchers Spiro Pantazatos and Herve Seligmann suggests that in those under age 18, the shots

only increase the risk of death from COVID, and there's no point at which the shot can prevent a

single COVID death, no matter how many are vaccinated.

“ If you're under 18, you're 51 times more likely to
die from the COVID jab than you are to die from
COVID if not vaccinated.”

If you're under 18, you're a whopping 51 times more likely to die from the jab than you are to die

from COVID if not vaccinated. In the 18 to 29 age range, the shot will kill 16 for every person it

saves from dying from COVID, and in the 30 to 39 age range, the expected number of vaccine

fatalities to prevent a single COVID death is 15.

Only when you get into the 60 and older categories do the risks between the jab and COVID

infection even out. In the 60 to 69 age group, the shot will kill one person for every person it saves

from dying of COVID, so it's a tossup as to whether it might be worth it for any given person.

How Many Are We Willing to SacriLce?

We also have a risk-beneVt analysis by researchers in Germany and The Netherlands. The analysis

was initially published June 24, 2021, in the journal Vaccines.  The paper caused an uproar among

the editorial board, with some of them resigning in protest.  In the end, the journal simply retracted

it — a strategy that appears to have become norm.

After a thorough re-review, the paper was republished in the August 2021 issue of Science, Public

Health Policy and the Law.  The analysis found that, "very likely for three deaths prevented by

vaccination we will have to accept that about two people die as a consequence of these

vaccinations," the authors wrote in a Letter to the Editor  of Clinical and Translational Discovery.

Defending their work, they went on to note that:

"The database we based our analysis on was a large naturalistic study of the BioNTech

vaccine in Israel. This was the only study at the time that allowed for a direct estimation of

an absolute risk reduction (ARR) in mortality.

Admittedly, the ARR estimate was only available for a short observation period of 4 weeks

after the Qrst vaccine dose, a point raised by critics. One might have wanted a longer

observation period to bring out the beneQt of vaccinations more clearly, and our estimate of

a number needed to vaccinate (NNV) of 16 000 to prevent one death might have been

overly conservative.

The recently published 6-month interim report of the BioNTech-regulatory clinical trial now

covers a period long enough to let us look at this risk beneQt ratio once again. In Table S4

of this publication, 14 deaths are reported in the placebo group (n = 21 921) and 15 in the

vaccination group (n = 21 926).

Among them, two deaths in the placebo-group were attributed to COVID-19, and one in the

vaccination group was attributed to COVID-19 pneumonia. This leads to an ARR = 4.56 ×

10 , and conversely to an NNV = 1/ARR = 21 916 to prevent one death by COVID-19. This

shows that our original estimate was not so far off the mark.

The most recent safety report of the German Paul Ehrlich Institute (PEI) that covers all

reported side effects since the vaccination campaign began (27 December 2020 until 30

November 2021  ... reports 0.02 deaths per 1000 BioNTech vaccinations or 2 per 100 000

vaccinations.

We had gleaned four mortality cases per 100 000 vaccinations (all vaccines) from the

Dutch pharmacovigilance database LAREB. Using the data of Thomas et al., a liberal NNV =

20 000, we can calculate that by 100 000 vaccinations we save Qve lives.

Using the PEI pharmacovigilance report for the same product, we see that these 100 000

vaccinations are associated with two deaths, while using the LAREB database back in June

2021, they were associated with four deaths across all vaccines and are associated with

two deaths in the most recent reports concerning the BioNTech vaccine ... In other words,

as we vaccinate 100 000 persons, we might save Qve lives but risk two to four deaths."

The risk-beneVt ratio may be even worse than that, though, as these calculations do not take into

account the fact that passive pharmacovigilance data "are notorious for underestimating casualties

and side effects," the authors note, or the fact that severe side effects such as myocarditis are

affecting young males at a staggering rate, which can reduce lifespan in the longer term.

We Do Not Have a Functioning Pharmacovigilance System

In an August 2021 editorial, editor-in-chief of Science, Public Health Policy and the Law, James

Lyons-Weiler, Ph.D., wrote:

"There are two messages from those who hold appointed oaces or other inbuential

positions in Public Health on long-term vaccine safety.

The Qrst message is that long-term randomized double-blinded placebo-controlled clinical
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The Qrst message is that long-term randomized double-blinded placebo-controlled clinical

trials are not necessary for the long-term study of vaccine safety because we have

'pharmacovigilance'; i.e. long- term post-market safety surveillance that is supported by

widely accessible, passive vaccine adverse events tracking systems.

The second message is that any use of those very same vaccine adverse events tracking

systems that leads to the inference or conclusion that vaccines might cause serious

adverse events or death is unsupported by such systems ...

When those seeking support for public health initiatives, such as a new vaccination

program, offer evidence that long-term vaccine safety studies are well in hand due to the

possibility of detecting adverse events that happened following vaccination, they are either:

(a) unaware that the vaccine adverse events tracking systems upon which they are basing

their conQdence about society's ability to detect and track vaccine adverse events are

alleged to be unable to be used to infer causal links between health outcomes and

vaccination exposure, or:

(b) participating in a disinformation campaign to end scrutiny over the absence of properly

controlled long-term randomized clinical trials to assess long- term vaccine safety. Neither

of these is suacient empirical basis for the knowledge claim of long- term safety ...

There must be room for disagreement in science; otherwise, science does not exist. It is

sad to bear witness to the fact that science has degenerated into a war against unwanted

and inconvenient results, conclusions and interpretations via the process of post-

publication retraction for issues other than fraud, grave error in execution, and plagiarism.

The weaponization of the process of retraction of scientiQc studies is well underway, and it

induces a bias that could be called "retraction bias", or, in the case in which a few persons

haunt journals in search of studies that cast doubt on their commercial products, a

'ghouling bias,' which leads to biased systematic reviews and warped meta-analyses."

In his editorial, Lyons-Weiler speciVcally criticized the Vaccine journal for its retraction of the risk-

beneVt analysis cited above, and mocked the editorial board members who quit in protest, noting

that "Rage-quitting is not science."

"The resigning editorial board members' knowledge claim is that no deaths have occurred

due to the vaccination program. As helpful as that claim might be to a prescribed narrative,

it is not based on empirical evidence, and it is, therefore, unwarranted," Lyons-Weiler

wrote.

"From a Popperian view of science, one can see the fatal baw in the editorial board

members' knowledge claim: if, as they insist, passive vaccine adverse events tracking

systems cannot test the hypothesis of causality, then how can editorial board members,

resigning or otherwise, know that the events were NOT caused by the vaccine? ...

It is logical to conclude that since passive vaccine adverse event tracking systems do not

lend themselves well to testing hypotheses of causality, they do not provide the opportunity

to design and conduct suaciently critical tests of causality, and therefore a replacement

system is needed ... one that is suitable to detect risk."

While we may indeed need better pharmacovigilance, there's really no doubt at this point that the

COVID jabs are ill-advised for most people. I believe that in the years to come, people will look back

at this time and vow to never repeat it. In the meantime, all we can do is look at and assess the data

we do have, and make decisions accordingly.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,197 ratings

ORDER NOW
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PVzer’s COVID Vaccine alters Human DNA By The Exposé on May 3, 2022 • A Swedish study has demonstrated and conVrmed that the

mRNA in the PVzer/BioNTech Covid injections inVltrates cells and transcribes its message onto human DNA within 6 hours, altering

our own DNA. In the US, the Supreme Court has ruled that vaccinated people worldwide are products, patented goods, according to US

law, no longer human. Through a modiVed DNA or RNA vaccination, the mRNA vaccination, the person ceases to be human and

becomes the OWNER of the holder of the modiVed GEN vaccination patent, because they have their own genome and are no longer

“human” (without natural people), but “trans-human”, so a category that does not exist in Human Rights.

The quality of a natural person and all related rights are lost. This applies worldwide and patents are subject to US law. Since 2013, all

people vaccinated with GM-modiVed mRNAs are legally trans-human and legally identiVed as trans-human and do not enjoy any

human or other rights of a state, and this applies worldwide, because GEN-POINT technology patents are under US jurisdiction and

law, where they were registered.” See link here: ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors/  If Covid

vaccinated, PVzer owns you body and soul, by patent = Trans human with zero human rights.
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Very true, Richard Noakes, "vaccines" are a genetic therapy that turns humans into patented products and subjected to

manipulation, on their way to diabolical transhumanism. Researchers from Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology (MIT) warn that the messenger RNA (mRNA) technology used in the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) "vaccines"

has the ability to forever alter DNA receptor genomics. making them more susceptible to disease and death. “Under normal

circumstances, the body produces ('transcribes') mRNA from the DNA in the nucleus of a cell. The mRNA then travels out of the

nucleus into the cytoplasm, where it provides instructions on which proteins to make,” explains Children's Health Defense (CHD)

on how the process works naturally.

"By comparison, mRNA vaccines deliver their chemically synthesized mRNA payload (along with spike protein manufacturing

instructions) directly into the cytoplasm" Their key Vndings were the following: SARS-CoV-2 RNAs "can be reverse transcribed in

human cells", "these DNA sequences can be integrated into the cellular genome and subsequently transcribed" (a phenomenon

called "reverse integration" ) - and there are viable cellular pathways to explain how this happens. According to Ph.D.

The biochemist and molecular biologist Dr. Doug Corrigan, these aspects. they belong to the category of "Things that we were

absolutely and unequivocally sure couldn't happen and actually did happen." The phrase "reverse transcription", the DNA to

mRNA pathway is not always unidirectional. Enzymes called reverse transcriptases can also convert RNA to DNA, allowing the

latter to integrate into the DNA of the cell nucleus.

sciencewithdrdoug.com/2021/02/15/breaking-study-sheds-more-light-on-wh..

 | childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/science-mrna-vaccines-alter-dna/
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Humanity is being subjected to a genetic therapy falsely called a "vaccine" with proven risks and negative eScacy. Human

biology is not treated with biological weapons, it is treated with means such as those reported BY DR. MERCOLA THAT

MODULATE THE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND INVOLVE DNA NATURALLY SO THAT OVER TIME IT ADAPTS TO ENVIRONMENTAL

CONDITIONS BASED ON THE THEORY OF THE LAND. Invading DNA with gene therapies is a serious risk and the consequences

are becoming evident as Dr. Mercola has reported and as it has been deliberately hidden in "vaccine" trials in order to launch

planned genocide.

THIS ARTICLE BY DR. ROBERT W. MALONE HIGHLIGHTS THE SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES OF GENE THERAPY CONSISTING OF

INJECTIONS AGAINST COVID-19: PSEUDOURIDINE, WHY IT IS INJECTED AND WHY YOU SHOULD CARE. The extensive random

incorporation of pseudouridine into the synthetic mRNA-like molecules used for the PVzer/BioNTech and Moderna SARS-CoV-2

vaccines may well explain much or all of the observed immunosuppression, DNA reactivation of the virus, and remarkable

persistence of the mutations. . synthetic "mRNA" molecules observed in lymph node biopsy tissues.

The pseudouridine in the mRNA produces a superior non-immunogenic vector with greater translational ability and biological

stability" and could have been anticipated by toxicology and regulatory professionals had they bothered to consider these

Vndings before allowing emergency use authorization and the widespread (global) deployment of what is truly an immature and

previously untested technology.Neither the FDA, NIH, CDC, nor BioNTech nor Moderna can claim true ignorance.In my eyes,

what we have seen is more appropriately classiVed as "deliberate ignorance".
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“IN CONCLUSION, based on these data, it is my opinion THAT THE RANDOM AND UNCONTROLLED INSERTION OF

PSEUDOURIDINE INTO MANUFACTURED "MRNA"-LIKE MOLECULES CREATES A POPULATION OF POLYMERS THAT MAY

RESEMBLE NATURAL MRNA, BUT HAVE A VARIETY OF PROPERTIES THAT DISTINGUISHED IN A VARIETY OF CLINICALLY

RELEVANT RESPECTS. These features and activities may explain many of the unusual effects, unusual stability, and surprising

adverse events associated with this new class of vaccines. These molecules are not natural mRNA and do not behave like

natural mRNA.”

“Once again, it seems to me that the arrogance of high-status “elite” “public health” scientists, doctors, and government

bureaucrats has overstepped common sense, well-established regulatory standards have been ignored, and, as a consequence,

patients They have suffered unnecessarily.“ rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../when-is-mrna-not-really-mrna (03/29/2022) Another

article by Dr. Malone that endorses the previous one: HOW POLITICS CORRUPTED EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE — AND HOW TO

FIX IT Evidence-based medicine is supposed to provide a more rigorous foundation for medicine, one based on science and the

scientiVc method. But unfortunately, as we've seen over the last two years, politics has corrupted the process.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/politics-corrupted-evidence-based-..  (03/28/2022)
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Richard - Does informed consent not apply regarding 'ownership' ?
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RichardNoakes, this is same ridiculous bogus bunk described by Vandana Shiva when she shows Gates & all are attempting to

take over India's traditional agriculture by foisting inferior Monopoly Corporate 'Genetically Owned Seeds' & destroying

thousands of years of strains of seeds already adaptive to the regions where they are grown. It was already done ages ago here

in the States & is why for the most part it is illegal for farmers to save their own seeds, the DNA - might - be owned by

Monsatan, now Bayer/Monstatan.

To believe some privileged self-important jackasses can foster the delusion they own our DNA, own us, can buy, sell, destroy

our personal Tree of Life needs to be corrected ASAP. It is an even more ludicrous when laid beside the other BS notion that

while those who were violated by the Jab/s are no longer human but owned property as Trans-human, but Monopoly

Transnational Too Big to Fail Corporations have the rights of a human. We are living in the Upside Down. Black is White, Right is

Left, Day is Night, Death is Life & the Band Plays On.
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We have already seen Monsanto take over farms (or at least bankrupt them) where GMO genetics have wandeed into crops on

the farmland. It is enough for Monsanto to claim ownership of genetics (theft) even though it is only part of the organism. To

outline the problem more clearly, read Shakespeare's 'Merchant of Venice'. A userer tries to get courts to allow him to collect his

fee of "one pound of Resh". The debt collector chooses 1# of the heart. However, the judge Vnds a loophole in the law, vowing to

prosecute it a single drop of blood is taken.
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An OpEd titled "Anatomy of a Retraction" has been published recently by Trial Site News

(www.trialsitenews.com/p/ronald_kostoff/anatomy-of-a-retraction-ea3c16b.. ). It presents the details of the process used by

the Publisher/Journal Editor to justify retraction of the paper "Why are we vaccinating children against COVID-19?". I believe the

retraction process has operated in the shadows for far too long, and the larger community needs to see exactly "how the

sausage is made".  The OpEd is Open Access; feel free to distribute it widely. For Vrst-time users, or previous users not

subscribed to TSN, use the following procedure to access the article: Click on the link to the article to encounter the paywall

Choose the free login option You have four easy methods to login – with just two clicks if using either Facebook, Twitter or

Google Once logged in, you can read up to 10 articles for free
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I voted you up, because these facts are the only part of this conversation that matter. People are NOT dying from "covid"; unless

they were already seriously ill and a bad cold/Ru was the tipping point. There is no "risk/beneVt". It is all risk! This is a global

agenda, to either kill you, or turn you into something less than human. As I've emphatically stated from the beginning; this was

never about a virus, or "caring" for your health! I also stated that this "Pandemic" insanity would never end. It should be obvious

by now! The second "Pandemic Preparedness Summit" is coming up in a few days.

It should be quite revealing, as to the plans that the WEF, WHO and UN have for humanity. It truly amazes me, how much the

brainwashed and conditioned masses don't see. Viruses have always been with us - millions of them inside our bodies; and now

we want to "eradicate" them all? Pure EVIL and INSANITY! I've posted many times, recently that within the next couple of years,

the death and destruction (from the nanobot shots) will increase exponentially.

If you don't understand what's really going on; then it's already too late. I'm sure that many people believe that I've been nothing

but an "alarmist" all this time. No...I just do a lot of solid, honest research and I pay close attention to what's going on in the

world and all around me - down to the smallest detail that most people wouldn't even notice. Whether people choose to believe

it or not; we are now smack dab in the middle of "The End Game"!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui; since you mention 'polymers'; Dane Wigington has proof, scientiVcally, that there are polymers in the "chemtrails", along

with the aluminium, barium, strontium and whatever else they are raining down on humanity.
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eiggod8
Joined On 9/18/2009 8:16:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where does the J & J vaccine fall in the statistics of harm? It seems to be no longer included in discussions.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, one big yup! And the Masters of Illusion are peddling oh no, not us. Given their (WEF,) stated goals it is hard not to see

most of us will not be allowed to exist as inferior versions along side of their desired perfected slave. Not human, no self, just

waiting for commands like a work animal. Worker drones who do not exist as funcitioning, living & engaged in life human

beings. The easier to control, command will be the serfs to serve Cyborg infused with 1% data, actually even less than human.

No where near superior, more like a print out from some twisted copying machine. The 1% already believe they are superior

homo & we are the unwashed, useless eaters, breeders. Talk about projections.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When Randyfast writes the deaths will increase exponentially in the next few years- they must! If there have been 1 million

excess deaths due to this travesty that is only 1/7000 of the deaths they have planned!!! 7 billion people to die as there are

1,000 millions per billion.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are you talking about the clinical trials done with mRNA vaccines prior to 2020? There's never been an approved mRNA vaccine

prior to Covid19. They did mRNA vaccine trial studies for rabies in 2013. So are those the people you are referencing from

2013? Are they now considered government property? The trial study was done in Germany. Funding for that study was

provided by CureVac which is also in Germany. I can't Vnd any connection between them and PVzer. Im sure there is, but it

seems minimum at best.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listen to what Dr Judy Mikovits has to say in this video (she states emphatically that we did not evolve from monkeys)

rumble.com/v135xsw-dr.-judy-mikovits-why-dr.-mikovits-believes-dr.-bry..  100 Years of Suramin

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7038244  Enhancement and inhibition of snake venom phosphodiesterase activity by

lysophospholipids pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/9781690  Microplastic pollution in commercial salt for human consumption: A

review www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0272771418300647
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian; Steve, thanks for the replies.
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Amedeau11FB
Joined On 5/3/2022 2:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this true only for PVzer/Moderna or also Johnson & Johnson? The tech behind the 'vaccine' behind PVzer/Moderna is

different than J&J, no?
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our World in Data is funded by Bill Gates. You can see that on their site. Worldometer, on the other hand, is entirely independent.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cannot resist posting this recent link to a "review" of the new Gates Foundation pandemic book; discussed with serious

undertones by Dr. John Campbell: Bill Gates, pandemic book - - https://youtu.be/O9mSG18q2WY  - something about that classic

British reserve shown here is stunning. My note: to avoid confusion, this is not describing Risk : BeneVt analysis, this is

describing Return on Investment analysis, corporate-speak. Here's a more balanced following discussion from Dr John

Campbell, showing comparitive differences and positive situation now in North America - "Northern hemisphere good news" -

https://youtu.be/euZxczXTvSM   - - - about 20 minutes of the latest charts and graphs. A little past 9 minutes in, Dr Campbell

gives a good summary of the numbers representing developing natural immunity in the UK populace.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates announces a new pandemic and establishes the data that interests him, is an integral part of the events that

announce new pandemics and promotes “vaccines” directing the WHO to make his wishes come true. He is part of the globalist

elite leading humanity into the Great Reset, transhumanism, and all disease-enhancing conditions. Bill Gates works and

socializes a lot with Dr. Fauci, who has his own terrifying history of vaccine experimentation. Stephen Mosher published a

revealing article on LifeSite titled "How Dr. Fauci's Fraudulent Pandemic Advice Put Millions of Americans Through Hell." They

and all the major globalists and their friends in the medical establishments to suppress very cheap and incredibly effective

medical protocols available long ago for COVID-19 infection that would essentially make mandatory masking and a mandatory

vaccine unnecessary. www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/the-most-dangerous-two-men-in-the-world  

Rep. Gohmert: Fauci must be "accountable" for unleashing mass death on the world. Rep. Louie Gohmert (R-Tex.) said that

Fauci must Vnally be held accountable for committing crimes against humanity. Gohmert went on to explain that the most

recent data from the UK shows that, in the last three months, a whopping 81 per cent of all covid-related deaths occurred in fully

vaccinated people. newstarget.com/2021-12-27-gohmert-fauci-held-responsible-unleashing-ma..  Fauci has undermined public

trust by misleading the nation. He has manipulated public opinion and the claim that he represents science and his admitted

deceptions are incompatible and intolerable for the suffering and deaths caused to humanity.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Senator Rand Paul blamed Fauci for thousands of COVID deaths on his push for vaccines while he ignores proven therapies.

Paul also claimed that thousands died because Fauci refused to consider the importance of natural immunity and instead

prioritized vaccines. Robert Kennedy, Jr.'s July 21, 2020 article is titled "Gates Drives Experimental Technology in Seven Billion

Humans." He aSrms: Pharma has over 170 COVID vaccines in development, but Gates and Fauci brought Moderna's

"Frankenstein coup" to the front of the queue... Scientists and ethicists are sounding the alarm… It is possible that Moderna's

genetic alterations will be passed on to future generations.

In January, the Geneva Declaration, by the world's leading ethicists and scientists, called for an end to this type of

experimentation. It is very interesting to read the whole statement.

www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/the-most-dangerous-two-men-in-the-world/

 | childrenshealthdefense.org/news/vaccines/gates-pushes-gene-altering-te..  BILL GATES WARNS A DEADLIER CORONAVIRUS

PANDEMIC WILL COME, STRESSES VACCINE URGENCY

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-bill-gates-warns-deadlier..  (05/02/2022) THIS IS BILL GATES.

thetruthaboutcancer.com/bill-gates-eugenicist-philanthropist
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm posting this BS article, because, I think the photo says it all! --

theprovince.com/entertainment/books/bill-gates-says-he-didnt-microchip..
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its now May 3rd 2022. Not ONE person or entity responsible for any and all of THIS has been held to account. Not ONE in over 2 years.

Many of these same people-corporations are seemingly even more brazen than ever too. When one considers all that has been

allowed to be done to this point without ONE person being held to account...how is it remotely possible. What has been done and is

being allowed to continue with the young is beyond words.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodiebrock, I would like to add to your astute comment, "Not ONE person or entity responsible for any and all of THIS has been

held to account."  1. They lied about the USS Maine to get us into war with Spain. 2. They lied about the Lusitania to get us into

World War 1. 3. They lied about Pearl Harbor to get us into WW2. 3. They lied about the Gulf of Tonkin to get us in Vietnam. 4.

They lied about killing babies to start the Gulf War. 5. They lied about WMD'S to start the Iraq War. 6. They lied about GaddaV to

start a war in Libya. 7. And they've already lied about attacks to stay in Syria. In all of these incidents millions of young soldiers

have been killed and millions of innocent civilians (men, women, & children), have been killed. And millions have been wounded

such that they suffer for years. To repeat your astute comment, "Not ONE person or entity responsible for any and all of THIS

has been held to account."
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis...no doubt this has all been happening with similar, yet different characters since even well before the historical markers

you mention. For 1000's of years the corrupt been around trying to impose control over others. One could make a case for any

era of chronological time for sure! With that said, given all the "knowing" we have with modern day sources and brilliant minds

uncovering all this truth about this scamdemic it's still astonishing to me not ONE person has been held remotely accountable

given all we know with the data.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

History repeats itself. There's never been a successful coronavirus vaccine or a coronavirus-like vaccine (rsv, mers, ebola, etc). Why

would anyone be so gullible to think we suddenly can make a coronavirus vaccine that's safe and effective? Not only that, but to put

your faith in the hands of the USA medical system? Are you kidding me?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All you have to know to understand that these jabs are more deadly than the disease is the Omicron-SpeciVc-mRNA jab PVzer made

and never got approved. We were supposed to have an Omicron speciVc jab by Mar, 2022. They accomplished that. The FDA didn't

approve it. It was deemed ineffective. It's basically the same vaccine as the original with some minor tweaks. They can literally make

tweaks to these mRNA jabs on the Ry, which was the whole reason for using this technology. There's no other way to keep up with the

variants.

By the time you get a conventional vaccine developed, tested, and ready for distribution the coronavirus has already mutated so many

times it renders the jab ineffective. mRNA was supposed to resolve this problem of staying "up-to-date". So, that begs the question:

WHY ARE WE STILL PUSHING the original Alpha/Beta Sars-Cov-2 vaccine?? If the new Omicron speciVc jab doesn't work and the

Alpha speciVc jab is obsolete, then why are we continuing to push them onto the public? ANSWER: EUGENICS!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, jamNjim, a great truth. We can also start from the harm animal tests on the impact of the PVzer “vaccines”. Judicial Watch

announced yesterday that it received 466 pages of records from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

regarding biodistribution studies and related data for COVID-19 vaccines showing a key component of the vaccines developed

by PVzer/BioNTech , lipid nanoparticles. (LNP), were found outside the injection site, mainly in the liver, adrenal glands, spleen,

and ovaries of test animals, eight to 48 hours after injection.

The report states: "No safety pharmacology studies were conducted with [BioNTech's vaccine] BNT162b2 as they are not

considered necessary for vaccine development according to WHO guidance." Neither drug pharmacodynamic interactions nor

genotoxicity studies were evaluated. They were evident at the injection sites and surrounding tissues, in the draining iliac lymph

nodes, bone marrow, spleen, and liver." childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pVzer-jj-covid-vaccine-animal-tri..  (02/05/2022)
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Why does everyone STILL insist calling this garbage a "vaccine". It isn't. It has never been. It will never be. The more that word is

tossed around, the more people will believe it is. The Vrst step in irradiating this nonsense is to stop calling big pharma's death jabs a

"vaccine".
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True! The new deVnition of a vaccine is so watered down now that anything could be called a vaccine.
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course these shots kill more people than it saves. It doesn’t reduce transmission so it should not be referred to as a vaccine. 45,000

deaths in 3 days according to Thom Renz. This shot has god knows what in it. Big Pharma created this shot to keep this farce going.

To keep metabolically unhealthy people in a perpetual state of being a prisoner of pharmaceuticals, and the healthy weaken them to

the point the drop dead. I just for the life of me cannot understand why any parent would give this to their child, unnecessary and

actually puts them into harm. Research and ask yourself and any administrator for the package insert. Go in with questions don’t just

role up and play the dice with your health.

You don’t know the long term effects. Ask yourself did they really solve the problem of ADE? Because that was why this injection didn’t

make it to market prior. Some things are a no brainer and many policies have nothing to do with health. That murder De. Fauci

admitted lockdowns were used to get people vaccinated 

🤬

why would you inject the most dangerous part of the shot the spike

protein? No injection will create a state of wellness if 1 is metabolically unhealthy. Why did they take so long to investigate the origins

of the virus, and admit this is an airborne virus(I don’t believe it exists as no government around the world has been able to prove it on

paper) masks are useless.

This poke is experimental and you can’t mandate a gene therapy. The lies are unraveling at record speed and I hope this pushes people

to question everything and take their health into their own hands. We can’t put that job onto a dr… we have to Vx ourselves. May

everyone willingly going along with this be spared no mercy for committing genocide and crimes against humanity. Dr. M you have

been a beacon of light, hope and a wealth of information to all of us. The community on this forum are a bunch of rockstars and I

thank you for sharing thoughts/and links
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen sister! Amen. I pray to the creator and ask to help us through this. I prayed to him about the vaccine, and I heard a

resounding NO! I have been following Mercola for over 20 years. He is truly a doctor.
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nikkicavingrace
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The son of my best friend works for a pharmaceutical company and is speciVcally in the trials work. I asked him what kind of a

person would put their child in a drug trial or a vaccine trial. Apparently they do it for money. His statement: All these people in

the trials are screwed up and have problems to varying degrees.  They quite literally sell their child's health and future for a few

sheckles.
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How can it kill more than? As some data suggests that nearly 5 billion received the vax... so by your logic ... we would all be

nearly extinct using a 7billion world population...
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Orion's: Nowhere near 5 billion. Closer to 1-2 billion max. I only know of 2 people who took the bioweapon and 1 died within 48

hours. Provide proof that this poison has saved even 1 life. It cannot and has not.
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When a drug of varying levels of toxicity is created by an intentional injection billions of times, sometimes by multiple injections in the

same "involuntary patient" (who has no illness) we should expect several dangerous events, only their frequency is to be determined.

1. Some patients will be damaged by the drug. All drugs are poisonous by design. These injuries should be relatively predictable based

on the poison. However, the spike protein is a relatively new, unstudied poison. 2. Many patients with low level undiagnosed or

undiagnosable medical status will, as a result of the reduced healthiness caused by the poison, exhibit the emergence of illnesses that

depend more one the patient than on the drug.

3. Many of the illnesses caused by the drug will be low level, easily dismissed, ignored, or denied. 4. Some will be deadly. These might

be at a low enough level to plauseably deny the cause, especially when all the other minor and non-fatal injuries are not studied. In

addition, the injection itself is toxic to deadly when injected into the bloodstream - which is bound to happen to some patients when

billions are injected.
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Guillermou
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Yes, Tracy, all drugs are poisonous, attack vital organs, and are promoted based on medical specialties that are governed by

symptoms. Big Food and Big Pharma's most deceptive marketing gimmicks serve this lie. After all, repeat a lie enough times, no

matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses begin to believe it. “Safe and Effective” – The oScial CDC seal of approval for

every vaccine and Ru shot that has never been shown to work in a clinical trial, and that comes with a list of adverse events and

side effects in the package insert the vaccine that any sane and intelligent human should include should avoid at all costs.

All this under the sign of the corruption of the CDC. Vaccines are perhaps the most proVtable for the pharmaceutical industry,

since the corporations have total immunity from "doing harm" or being sued in the corresponding courts of law. The CDC is

operating in a complete conRict of interest by publicly promoting vaccines as part of a commercial agenda with Vnancial

rewards for those who promote them. www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/  In the way of

poisons we have another ally the FDA. Most Americans barely know the real 110-year history of the FDA, and for good reason,

they don't want you to know it.

Regulate everything from food and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From over-the-counter drugs and veterinary

products to electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA has its hands full, not to mention regulating

vaccines and biopharmaceuticals. Over the decades, the FDA has attempted to destroy all forms of comprehensive care in

America that compete with drug and vaccine treatments. This link exposes the FDA data and timeline of the corruption.

www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-and-drug-administration
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Guillermou: I might add to your quote: "The FDA has it's hands full.."  "of cash from drug companies and drug proVts." And, to "All

drugs are poisonous, attack vital organs, and are promoted based on medical specialties that are governed by symptoms" I

would add "not cures."
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Since no one can know what the long-term effects (5+ years from now) from any of the COVID "vaccines" will be, anyone is ill-advised

to receive any of them, for no one can give legitimate informed consent.
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If you remember back to the beginning of the information/propaganda on the mRNA shot, all information from Pharma used the word

"shot" and "jabs" but never vaccine. Did anyone wonder why corporate organizations were using baby talk? Others used the word

"vaccine" but Pharma lawyers are good and make sure no liability could attach to their clients for using the world vaccine. Quietly the

WHO changed the deVnition of vaccine to say that the product does not have to prevent transmission of disease and it could be

labelled a vaccine. After that deVnition changed the word "vaccine" was used everywhere.
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Regarding covid in Africa, it was not mentioned that Africians are black - so at increased risk of covid and death from covid..... But

they take Ivermectin once a week to protect themselves from malaria. dah....
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My coworkers are consistently ill. Lots of complaints of stomach issues, some already have had surgery (for abdominal tumours).

These who are sick are double and triple boosted. Myself and the CFO are pretty much the only ones who have not been jabbed. She in

her 40s, was seriously sick with COVID but saved herself with Ivermection. At home. She is obese.  She now has permanent loss of

taste and smell. She was sick back in August. I became ill with what may have been Omicron, but I refused to get tested. Didn't seem

important to me, I took Ivermectin and I was Vne. Within 24hrs my fever was gone, and mostly just super tired and a little congestion.

That was it. I'm 66. There is so much chaos regarding this "pandemic" and I must admit, I "considered" the Johnson shot, my boyfriend

has had both and suffered no ill effects. But that man also takes ORACEA which is basically doxycycline. He swears the masks saved

him. My fear is the shedding, so for 6 months, I slept in another room. But most of my coworkers are also vaxxed. Kind of hard to

avoid, so I take the appropriate supplements to help, all suggested by Mercola and Dr. Vladimir Zelenko. Ok so far.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm 71, my wife is 66, and we both had it in summer 2020 when the prevalent strains were much more dangerous. It was a

nothing-burger for both of us - 69 and 64 at the time. As I would have expected. As a Mercola reader, thus presumably

health-conscious, I'm surprised you'd have such symptoms from Omicron, and with treatment even. Might want to step up your

general health protocols. You should have been asymptomatic or nearly so. I'd consider your experience a wake-up call. BTW,

worry about the important stuff, like diet, stress, rest, exercise, avoiding pharma. Shedding is not something to worry about.

Maybe it exists, I don't know. But the levels of spike or anything else you'd get that way compared to a vaxxed person, most of

whom are still with us and doing OK, is inVnitesimal.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Malicious truths and they surface at a time when people are distracted by Ukraine, Musk's move at Twitter, and inRation. How

convenient for those who inRicted so much needless misery on so many. Not that any of this is going to change the Covidians' minds.

They long since traded a public health matter for religion, and they are sticking to their symbols, their priesthood, and their puriVcation

rituals no matter what the evidence says.  There are court cases in the US with parents who differ on whether the kids should be

vaxxed. The cult continues to insist that the jab is necessary and that most people should still wear masks, and in a few months, it's

not hard to imagine Fauci sounding the fear alert all over again.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A new scamdemic will appear just in time to force mail in ballots this Fall. Will it be the bird Ru, Aids or smallpox? Place your

bets. Billy Boy says it will be a whopper.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci can put it where the sun doesn't shine. Sorry, I had to say it.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I'll say it for you. He can shove it up his patoot.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Been trying to Vgure out a way to say it. Time to get out of the weeds. Time to look around and see the BIG PICTURE and confront

them on it. Can't see the forest for the trees? The covid plandemic scenario has never stopped but merely is Ripping Rawlessly into

their planned next stage, all clearly obvious with their WHO Plandemic Treaty which WILL take away our right to informed consent

completely and their continuing restriction on alternative remedies, roll-out of REMDESIVIR for infants, and the DHS criminalization of

opposing opinions. How many people will be forced to take the next "vaccines" when one man, Tedros, decides a sni�e somewhere

indicates the world must again be locked down and injected? Their goal is still 100% vaccination and this time with injectables with

even less safety and risk testing and review.

Because? Because Bill Gates, proud depopulator, likes it that way. And this time these depopulation crazies are not relying on the

injectables alone, but are orchestrating/engineering a food collapse with technocratic/military/globalist eSciency.  We really don't

have to parse out every detail everyday anymore. It is clear. The VBGTs they've been developing for years and years are not benign and

were NEVER intended to be benign.

All those technocrat globalists in charge we've been learning about in more detail the last couple years? Well, they all have one goal

they are working on and they are proud enough of that goal to tout it -- Bill Gates in his Ted talks and the World Economic Forum in its

objectives -- and their goal is DEPOPULATION. They are all Eugenicists evidently who are grinding ahead no matter how many Vne

points and stats we uncover on their unsafe and ineffective injectables. Is mass murder okay if it is called "depopulation"? Is mass

murder okay if it is done by Eugenicists posing as philanthropists?
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jml777
Joined On 7/4/2021 5:57:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unvaxxed are probably the lowest because most of us already got one of the variants and now have natural immunity.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There could be another reason.. why the boosted are in more danger. People who perceive themselves to be in more danger are more

likely to be boosted. As a result, those who are boosted are "more likelly to be in danger". to your health, tracy
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How bad is your batch? www.howbadismybatch.com/states.html
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terrieser
Joined On 9/30/2012 6:50:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci has done such a great job. Don’t you think? All sarcasm intended!
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes it does and that was it's purpose and they plan to keep pushing this until they kill enough people that they can enslave the rest.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Figuring out the risk beneVt ratio is murky because of the way they determine cases, because of cash incentives to declare cases(at

least in the US), and the tests themselves have never been used to diagnose virus induced diseases. Adding to those murky waters we

have the unsolved variable for placebos which seem to be indicated by howbad.info and the PVzer trials which stated 50% of the

mRNA Biontech injections will be placebos while the MC(medical countermeasures) are still under EUA's.
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wmackew0
Joined On 4/5/2021 12:01:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When will our govenments wake up to this reality. Are they really that stupid!
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lovingMom2013
Joined On 4/24/2013 8:11:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in Ontario, we have to book an appointment for a blood test two months ahead. Before the faccination every citizen could have

tested in a few days.
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fools, all of them. It's a scam! Where did all the Rues go? Check it out on the CDC's website. Unless they have changed the

numbers, no one even had the Ru during covid. Why not? They called all the Ru cases "Covid".
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MustSea
Joined On 9/27/2007 3:35:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cannot stomach watching MSM anymore; however, I did DVR CBS national news last night to see if there would be coverage on the

lightening strike in Manhattan that sounded like a bomb hit. Not too long into the broadcast it was mentioned that NYC went from a

Covid Level 1 to a Level 2 because of increased Covid cases. That was it! Why the switch from 1 to 2? Based on……… They didn’t cite 1

measly statistic - no actual Covid case numbers. No mention of Covid hospitalizations. No Covid death numbers. What shoddy

reporting. Why do I even bother to expect better. I can only hope and pray….one day.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not a single statistic being reported by "MEDIA" outlets is or should be a surprise. NOT ONE !! And it will only get worse as the immune

systems of every mRNA inoculated person deteriorates as planned by the medical criminal conspirators. We all know who they are.

We have seen their faces, heard their words and watched their activities plastered all over the media for over two years. What is

mankind going to do about them ?? Letting them go unpunished is absolutely unacceptable.
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only God will punish the guilty. No one will be punished by our leaders.
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bobandlindashort
Joined On 11/12/2006 12:39:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We received J&J orig vac in 3/21. I now think I MUST get a booster (to travel). Question: if I HAVE to get a booster, are there any

options other than MRNA (PVzer and Moderna). What is least dangerous option? Any comments you have would be greatly

appreciated.
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appreciated.
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LSparta
Joined On 5/3/2022 7:54:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a blood test or other tests that can prove that an individual like Bill Gates actually took the Covid-19 vac??
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There really is no debate regarding these "vaccines". The statistical curves were known quantities long before the Vrst glimmers of

covid in 2019. The gain-of-function ban was in place, and most informed people know the rest of the story. "Capitalism is the

extraordinary belief that the nastiest of men for the nastiest of motives will somehow work for the beneVt of all." - John Maynard

Keynes - (June 5, 1883 – April 12, 1946)
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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I love that quote! Point well made. Unfortunately, to paraphrase another famous quote, "capitalism is the worst economic

system imaginable except for everything else ever attempted". Personally, I think we should have free-market capitalism,

untainted by government cronyism, with as little regulation as practical (we need clean air and water after all). And then,

because inevitably such a system will result in too much accumulation of wealth in too few hands, a conVscatory estate tax,

AKA death tax, which will be the leveling mechanism to prevent the emergence of a ruling elite that's exactly what the USA was

founded to escape from. I don't expect this to happen, just dreaming.
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LSparta
Joined On 5/3/2022 7:54:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a blood test or other types of tests that can prove that a person or persons (like Dr. Fauci and Bill Gates) did in fact take the

Covid-19 shots and booster? If it can prove that any prominent person like the President did not take the shot when he said he did,

then criminal charges should be brought against him and his gang of Techno-thugs, under Art.3, Sec. 3 of the U.S. Constitution (on a

charge of High Treason).
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OrionsBelt37
Joined On 8/30/2015 10:16:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While there are so many disputable points here, does anyone question what the Politicians are taking? Are you all saying that this is so

elaborate that anyone, aids , close support staff to senator and congresman , the "in people" you all point out etc are they not taking

the same vaccine? That somehow all these people are jist not getting the shot or some "clean" version as some have mentioned befo

re? If not, they will be sharing the same  risk as all so it doesn't make sense that such a risk is being taken etc or ?Also, if the virus was

some form of Ebola, im sure all this anti vax would be history as all would be thankful to the same manufacturers that are being

decried now and the compliance would be a whole different story...

i have seen vaxxed die, non vaxx die , issues with non vax and issues with vaxxed ... to say the vax has no impact is no different than

every commercial about the myriad of drugs that at last part mention the multiple side effects and some are worse than what they

cure and to include death... the poor attempt to eradicate our ailments is Rawed as we cannot compete with our creators design, so all

attemps affect us/some in varying manners... the whole world take over via vaccine is infantile.... i mean Bill gates has his ideas snd

money to back it via donations... crazy rich people are all around you... if the shio is sinking, who gets the life boats Vrst? Its nothing

new, its just now you know the possibilities are there...
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you believe a Senator has to choose to get jabbed to get a vax card? And yes, the rich and powerful can easily choose and

obtain the saline solution if they choose to get jabbed. Notice the "choices" available to them but not the commoners.
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OrionsBelt37
Joined On 8/30/2015 10:16:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So they Rash ID and voila, a special syringe with saline? So the nurse administering now is also a part of this? Im just trying to

see past the accusations to layout the amount of elaborate planning to have different vials for thousands snd thousands as

each political person has family who has family etc etc ... its just a stretch that is indeed how this is being handled... i mean i

see our politicos doing the thing and not exactly some einsteins there ... again, im not in disbelief that the vaccine doesnt have

side effects but to make it seem the bringer of doom and the key to world dominion via the likes of gates etc ... yes, traction is

lost quickly once some reason is applied to the whole scheme in a national , less worldwide theater ...
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is evil. He's bought up more farm land and water rights. And he has plans for the "4 billion useless eaters." He has

experimented on Indian and African children with vaccines, causing death and maiming. He at one time was thrown out of India

for what he did. Gates' father was a believer of eugenics. Billy boy Gates is also.  They believe themselves "demi-gods." As for

what senators and congressmen are taking.  We'll never know. But I can GUARANTEE you Gates, and his ilk took no vaccine.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"It is much easier to fool a person, than it is to convince them that they've been fooled".
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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The powerful do not walk into the local CVS and get jabbed. There are private pre-arrangements with select medical people.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CHEMICAL CONCOCTIONS DO NOT HEAL. During the past 30 years Big Pharma has taken over the agency created to protect

the American population from the chemical purveyors. There are more "untested" chemical concoctions approved by the FDA

than in all the time before the last 30 years. Every drug prescription is accompanied by a ten or more page list of possible side

effects always including "death" only to protect Big Pharma from law suits. We have new diseases or more appropriately

"conditions" that are created by the drugs Big Pharma is creating.

J.D. Rockefeller created "western medicine" not to help the pubic but to hold it hostage to his chemical industry. He coerced

college medical departments by withholding funding unless they adopted "his form of medicine". If the colleges wanted to

continue to train doctors they bowed to his demands. That is how we got to where we are today. If one wants to live, staying

away from anything but a natural medicine practitioner is mandatory. The medial industry exists on lies, lies and more lies just

like bad governments. .
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OrionsBelt37
Joined On 8/30/2015 10:16:27 AM
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So Gates and his likes plan to eliminate 1/2 the world population... but big pharma needs that 1/2 to continue to survive with

their endless drugs... so how does that plan work? And just because i dont believe in all the alleys being created and

regurgitated doesnt mean a fool... you should question and view it all as many of the assertions being made are plainly

exaggerated fairy and boogey man tales... yes there are nefarious plans, but if one is looking for helpful information , it should

survive scrutiny and not just endless rant that attempt to validate big foot sightings. Ive said this before... Dr Mercola is great at

alternative views in medicine but now, its a mix of misinformation and questionable facts/data.

As we all know 50% chance of rain means 2 different things depending on who gets the rain... lastly, i know the vax can have

impacts and most likely has but most of the comments only fuel pointless ponderings and Vnger pointing... its getting to be the

same as as the pro vaccine camp blindly screaming the glorious virtues of the vax ... yet neither side is starting to look at

facts... maybe it helped some indeed and some trul harmed but making a broad generalized assumption is wrong and the

argument falls Rat under juvenile tactics...
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OrionsBelt37
Joined On 8/30/2015 10:16:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brianallen1-"Do you believe a Senator has to choose to get jabbed to get a vax card? And yes, the rich and powerful can easily

choose and obtain the saline solution if they choose to get jabbed. Notice the "choices" available to them but not the

commoners"----- so if you take all the rich/wealthy etc... then at best 5% of population will not get this mrna vaccine , so how

does "world dominion/reset" work with this mathematical population number as at that point all industry will cease and most of

the rich that made/making money from such industry will do what then?i mean a drug dealer needs all the junkies/users to

make money and continue the drug trade that provides his income... if you take that away... no more drug dealer...so that whole

scenario you mentioned, doesn't quite play out in reality...
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never said 5% would get preferential treatment on vaccines, only the elite such as Senators. I don't know how all this is going

to play out and I don't think they know all that much either as it's never been attempted before.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never trusted the so-called health organizations even when it come to preventative vaccines for other diseases as well let alone

Covid-19. I believe that the government and health authorities have been commiting genocide for decades. Now Covid-19 and their

vaccines is part of the crimes against humanity. They should be ashamed of themselves. I'll never agree to take another vaccine. I

rather take natural remedies.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Population control has been on the agenda since WW2, this is a very interesting article on the subject. Quite long, but worth

reading www.standfortruth.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/KILLING-US-SOFTLY2...
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They quite certainly are destroying the health of the population. The poisonous food and vaccines and so-called medications....I

look at old pictures of people in the 40s and 50s. They look like a different species. Our people today are swollen, misshapen,

spotty, they lack radiance and the glow of life.
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rei93064
Joined On 11/15/2017 10:39:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a new vaccine called novovax here in Australia, I would love some feedback from Dr Mercola if this vaccine is deemed safer

and has the same side effects, long term effects of the PVzer, Moderna and Astrazeneca. thankyou.
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always believed that natural immunity would give better protection than the vaccine. But as a "high-risk" senior with a history of

severe respiratory infections and pneumonia, I calculated that my chances of surviving the early waves of the virus were not as good

as my chances of surviving the vaccine. By December, when I had received 3 PVzer shots (with no apparent ill-effects), it was already

known that the protection would begin to wane after 10 weeks. So in January when the CDC Vnally published research admitting

natural immunity was signiVcantly better than the vaccine alone, I decided that, since I was as healthy as I will ever be (good Vitamin D

and zinc, etc), as soon as hospitalizations came down from the Omicron wave (to give me a safety net), it was time for me to take my

chances with the virus. I Vnally succeeded in getting infected in April. It was not mild, but it was not severe, either. I was sick in bed

and short of breath for 5 days, but never so short of breath I felt I was losing my grip.

Without a rapid test I would not have been able to distinguish COVID from any of the 200-odd other respiratory viruses that have

basically the same symptoms, many of which have hit me harder than this one. Do I think I would have survived just as well without

being triple vaxxed? No, I do not, any more than I think I would have lived this long without annual Ru vaccination, pneumonia vaccine,

etc. I am grateful for the vaccines, but even more grateful now to have survived the virus, and be unafraid of getting it again, as I know

many people have been infected multiple times.

Do I believe everyone should be vaccinated, much less ordered to be vaccinated? Of course not! Every vaccine has risks, and the way

these ones were rolled out guaranteed they had more risk than most. I took a calculated risk in getting vaccinated, and again in

deliberately getting the virus. I thank God both seem to have worked out. I know for many others the results have been tragic
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

20thCenturyFox, My oncologists asked me six months ago during my last consultation with me whether I had received the jab. I

repled, "No". He asked if I planned to get it. I replied, "No". He had asked me those same questions during a previous

consultation. I said that I will instead rely on my immune system alone to protect me. He replied, "I do not agree, but I

understand." I left it at that. I did not want to engage him in a frank discussion about the "vaccines", for I understand that his

back is against the wall. He has to cover his ass. He noted in my medical record that I continue to refuse the jab, and that I am

resolute in my refusal. My immune system is Vne, and if I were immuno-compromised, I certainly would not receive any jab--or

wear a mask !

I am 65 years old. I have been in remission for three years. I did not bend a knee to a cancer--any type of which is deadly without

treatment, unlike SARS-COV-2, or any other virus--I will not bend a knee to a virus ! Defying all mask and "vaccine" mandates is a

hill that I am resolved to die on. I am always and everywhere willing and prepared to immediately resort to using deadly force--in

accord with my legitimate individual rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, bodily autonomy, and self-defense--against

anyone, including armed government employees (bailiffs, local/state police oScers, SWAT team members, etc.) who try to

physically force me to wear a mask or get jabbed, or arrest me, or enforce a Vne, for my refusing to do so, for their initiated

aggressions will pose an imminent threat to my life, and I will not consent to submit to them.
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those rapid tests were fake. Many people died from the vaccines. More died from the vaccines than died from the illness. I

know people who tested positive that weren't sick. I know people who tested negative that had the same symptoms of others

who tested positive. It was and is a sham in my opinion. I wouldn't get one of those vaccines if they gave me a million dollars to

take it. The vaccines were created to kill, not save. They did it in small enough numbers that it looked like the fake vaccines

were safe when they were not.
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mjfdc
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:02:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

20th century, thanks for your story and different perspective on this matter.
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"Cancel culture is a stain on society – I will continue to say what I feel" MATT LE TISSIER has vowed to continue to speak his mind on

social media after being slammed for comments he made on Twitter. The former Premier League striker says he lost his punditry role

at Sky in 2020 because he was a “realist” on Covid issues. uncut.substack.com/.../cancel-culture-is-a-stain-on-society
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Marit. a brave person. Le Tissier has been one of the few bold enough to stand up to what he sees as media

censorship. He has been a frequent campaigner for an investigation into the unusually high number of athletes – especially

footballers – who have collapsed suddenly. He has also highlighted the number of medical emergencies in the crowds at

football matches, all of which have coincided with the roll-out of the Covid jab."Cancel culture is a stain on society and I will

continue to say what I feel."

Also: THE MORAL RIGHT TO CONSCIENTIOUS, PHILOSOPHICAL AND PERSONAL BELIEF: EXEMPTION TO VACCINATION. by

Barbara Loe Fisher, Co-Founder & President, NVIC The right to informed consent as an overarching ethical principle in the

practice of medicine for which vaccination should be no exception. We maintain this is a responsible and ethically justiVable

position to take in light of the fact that vaccination is a medical intervention performed on a healthy person that has the

inherent ability to result in the injury or death of that healthy person.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/exemption-to-vaccination?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkI..  (O5/03/2022)
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Do you like boxing? Who would have thought that a world champion Vghter would be smarter than most doctors!

www.bitchute.com/.../HoHNl79TmKQ
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John Stockton the former NBA hall of famer is on a similar mission exposing the athlete realities with injections
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if there is a 5G kill switch that the elites will use on the jabbed. I have read about this. Do you think it’s true?
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There is no way to know with 100% certainty. But based on a my particular lifetime of observation, emphatically NO. It's not

snake venom either.
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I have read as much as I could Vnd about the nano particles used to encase elements put into "the shot" that are metallic. I have

seen video of pieces of metal placed on the arms of people that got the shot and the metal pieces cling to their skin, not only at

the site of the shot but places far away from the site. 5G radiation is theorized to cause a magnetic activation of the nano

particles circulating in the blood that will cause massive coagulation. No other words to describe the reason for these nano

particles but "mass extermination". And the only way to control it will be by location because everybody with this stuff in their

veins is a potential victim.
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It would not surprise me. Just turning on the 5G has been reported by some that many will die from it and that 5G is not

compatible with human life. Houston has been reported to be all 5G and their death rate is increased by 28%. They blame the

stress of Covid. It could very well be the 5G and they are hiding that fact. They seem to be very good at murder without paying

the price. Blame it on Covid! I don't think Covid alone kills anyone. It's a harmless illness for the Vt. Any illness with affect

someone in poor general health.
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Any suggestions for a WI college student to avoid the mandated vaccine? Sadly it looks like my 19 yr. old niece will be forced into

getting the Covid vaccine if she wants to continue with her nursing degree. It's not looking like an exemption will work either. She has

recently had Covid too.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so sorry for your niece. There's not an option to switch schools? And what's worse is that the 'pandemic' is over. There's no

need for a 'vaccine', although there never was a need for one where the illness only killed the old and already ill (mostly like the

Ru). I have read that getting the Covid 'vaccine' too soon after having Covid makes the reaction to the shot even worse. Taking

Ivermectin a day before and for some days after the injection may mitigate some of the problems of the 'vaccine' but not all.

There's just too much this vaxx does to the body. My granddaughter (age 12) had the vaxx when it was Vrst offered to that age

group. Grrr. In the last two months, she had three colds and now has SHINGLES, an illness of those over 50. She even actually

had chickenpox about four years ago, and not the chickenpox vaccine, like so many of her peers.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Have the school sign a contract that since they are FORCING an unapproved experimental medical procedure on their customer

that they will be Vnancially responsible for all direct and indirect harm caused by such. Seriously. That is the only way to get

their attention. The best defense is a powerful offense. Put THEM on the defense instead of the student. If it's so safe and

effective, what do they have to worry about?
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I totally agree with brianallen1. Better yet Vnd another college. The UW systems reputation far exceeds its real

accomplishments. It wreaks of liberalism and the city of Madison, known locally as Mad City, is pure liberal. A different college

is far more important that getting the toxic poison known to be in the shot. I would not allow my dog to get that death serum.

Please don't do it.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

If she is going to be a nurse, at least here in the US, she WILL have to get the full 2 doses to work at any US based hospital... so

maybe a change in profession is in order if she is choosing not to receive it...
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stessner: Here's the link to Catherine Austin Fitts' Solari site with disclosure forms for students (and employees and parents,

btw) for use in potentially avoiding the mandated vaccine.  https://home.solari.com/forms/  Hope this helps!
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ZTFZTF, Urge her to pause and consider seriously the fact that if she chooses to consent to receiving the jab that she will be

risking developing short-term or long-term side effects that could leave her, if not dead, so debilitated that she would be unable

to practice nursing, or work in any other occupation. For the sake of her good health and her freedom, urge her to withdraw from

the college. Let her not be an enabler to her abusers' commands by complying with them. She is not their slave, their human

stockyard animal, nor they her owners, her masters.

She should look for schools that have no jab requirements, and if none exists, she should "go Galt", i.e., withdraw her

intelligence, her potential competencies as a highly trained professional from the marketplace, and seek training and

employment in other occupations that interest her besides nursing and that require no jabs, masks, or compliance with any

other abuses. If that necessitates training and working under the table in the underground economy, so be it, and all the better !

Starve the beast of her brains. Starve the beast of her competencies. Starve the beast of her money. Starve the beast of her

consent.
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Im still struggling to wrap my head around the contagion theory. I believe a virus is a concocted theory designed to give the

pharmaceutical companies a perpetual stream of power. To suspect it, one needs to go back more than a century and see how the

elite have created their wealth.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

OK, if there's no such thing as viruses, what causes Chickenpox, Shingles, Herpes, and so on? I'm all ears. My wife is an

Immunologist PhD. She uses viruses as viral-vectors in her Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) research. The Adenovirus is the one she

uses the most. She doesn't work for Big Pharma. So there's no collusion between her, her research, and Big Pharma. In fact, it's

the exact opposite. She has developed a cure for RA in mice with RA. She can turn on the inRammation and then turn it back off.

Viruses are the mode of transportation (viral vectors) she uses to target the areas of inRammation.

You would think Big Pharma or the NIH or the NIAID would be giving her tens of millions of dollars in grants to advance her

research. NOT! Rheumatoid Arthritis is another cash cow for the pharmaceutical industry. There's no money to be made in

CURING anyone of RA or anything other disease. They only make money if you are sick. "Treat the symptoms, not the underlying

condition", is the motto of the medical system.
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So true, jamNjim. My friend has RA and her monthly infusion costs $3000 each. Cash cow for big pharma. Why would they want

that to end with people recovering? I wish your wife's research could get out to the general population.
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I am noticing that these World Health Agenda people do not have cancer.... is there a cure and we don't know?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no risk of covid because covid doesn't exist (and virology is sleight-of-hand mythology). Stop spreading this central lie of the

covid coup, originally covering for biosecurity state imposition, now covering for the adverse and lethal effects of the non-'vaccine'

bioweapon.
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You nailed it.
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Does anybody know if PVzer has released the 55 thousand pages of data that they were ordered to this month - or are they going to

defy the court ruling and hope that nobody will take any action?
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Dr. M states "I believe that in the years to come, people will look back at this time and vow to never repeat it." I would like to see a

plausible, step by step description of exactly how this will happen. Good, accurate data must be preserved. FalsiVed data must not be

manufactured to counter the truth. There must be forces working for truth and justice that prevail over the opposing forces. I don't see

any of those things happening. Much is made of a tsunami that will sweep the democrats from power in 2022. Probably so. And that

will be a huge improvement.

But few Republicans are looking to bring truth to light, damn the consequences. Ron Johnson is pretty much it, as far as Washington

Republicans go. And soon the pathetic electorate will return to their love for the nanny state and vote for leftists once again as they are

innately programmed to do. The only way truth, freedom, dignity and real justice will ever become priorities of our leaders again is

after a societal collapse and rebirth. Such an event will cause the loss of the history required to fulVll Dr. M's prediction.
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Why do people desire leaders?
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To make simple the subject article title should have just read: "The COVID Jab Kills People"
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Robert, you are right. And the Jab only reduced risk with less than 1%. See this amazing (less than 2 minutes) video made

by Canadian doctors. rumble.com/vobcg5-relative-vs-absolute-risk-reduction.html

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 5:23:50 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Clear, concise and to the point!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 6:49:49 AM
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kathrynvaliquette
Joined On 9/14/2016 3:50:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Twitter is one of your scientiVc sources of information? I think you should read all of your other source, the MarketWatch article. I

bought a whole bunch of Ivermectin. Maybe I ought to throw it out after reading all that.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 4:28:15 PM
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jml777
Joined On 7/4/2021 5:57:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I disagree with Mercola’s prediction that people will vow not to repeat this disaster. I believe the covid jabs are just the latest and the

worst of the treatments that ostensibly treat or prevent a disease state, but actually create and perpetuate a medicine dependent

population. I do not believe people will look back and vow not to repeat it. And if the people miraculously do take some coordinated

action, the “they” will simply move to supplements, the food supply, water supply, radiation, and other environmental triggers of

disease. It can be argued that they already have.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 6:33:26 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, I think you're right! The last few years have been the most depressing. I once had hope that people would learn

from these mistakes and try something new for their health. The brainwashing/indoctrination that starts early in grade school is

too poweful to overcome for most people. All I have to do is look at the numbers and it jumps out at me. I see nothing good

coming out of this. If you search for "future mRNA vaccines" you'll come across like 30 new jabs in the works just at Moderna

alone! Everyone you talk to is excited about this. I'm like OMG! THERE'S NO HOPE FOR HUMANITY if people today think the

pandemic mitigation and the vaccines were a succes.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 7:16:02 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. You just can't Vx stupid. They went rushing in the Vrst time and they are foolish, frightened and cowardly enough to

continue. It amazes me that every time I go to the grocery store the percentage of people muzzled noticeably varies. They

MUST be following the media vitriol.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 7:20:13 AM
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jdunne1
Joined On 6/20/2014 7:04:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This happens to me numerous times when clicking on some of the 'Dr Mercola links. To day I clicked on this pasted link.

everlast.mercolamarket.com/r/?id=h57f8a0be,30d63839,30fee626&mid=D..  Which should have taken me to an interesting article on

green banana Rour and resistant starches. Instead once more I am brought to This article titled "Does the COVID Jab Kill More People

Than It Saves?"

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 4:07:54 AM
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Jdunne1,  since a while already, you can only read the dr Mercola articles for free within a limited time. Go to the very top of

the article to see how much time is left at the countdown clock. After a few days the articles are moved to a pay-site. So you

can still see them if you pay. When you try to open the time expired free articles, then this site will automatically go to the

newest free articles. A solution is to make pdf copies daily of the new articles; go to almost the top of the article under the date,

it says "download pdf".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 5:10:40 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here, "jdunne", quite a few times recently, I thought I hastily clicked on the wrong item, but now you have me wondering???

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 6:27:01 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jdunne and Grulla, do you not see a countdown clock at the top of this report? Right now it says 40 hors left. If you try opening

this report 41 hours (Thu) from now you will be redirected to Thursday's report. It's been this way for over a year I believe.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 7:21:57 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, "Arlen", I avoid exceeding the 48 hour limits. Thanks anyway.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 4:07:29 PM
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jdunne1
Joined On 6/20/2014 7:04:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once more I Vnd the same repeating problem. I click on the link titled "The surprising health beneVts of Methylene Blue" only to be

taken to "Does the COVID Jab Kill More People Than It Saves?" This has been an ongoing problem with doc mercola news letter links

for the last few months. Would be time to Vx this problem and an explanation of its cause would be very welcome

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 4:26:20 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That article was from over a week (maybe 2 weeks) ago. Any article over 48 hours old gets removed. If you click on the link in

your email to open it you get redirected to the NEWEST article!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 6:09:54 AM
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sometimes the articles are repeated in the Epoch Times

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/3/2022 2:14:53 PM
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